Measures Proposal to Move on to the Corps of Engineers and Adopt as Part of the CFHMP

Relocation of Hamilton... Has been an ongoing process for many years. The project is vital to the continuing survival of the community and beneficial to the salmon habitat.

Sewage Treatment Plant Ring Dike Sedro Woolley... Makes sense. Keep the raw sewage in the plant. Keeps Sedro Woolley’s city sewage system functioning.

Ring Dike United General Hospital... We must keep the hospital functioning during an emergency. Simple, inexpensive and effective.

Burlington Levy Certification program... We must take as much of our critical infrastructure out of harms way with the least amount of impact to the environment. Water running through the city and then back to the river or the sound... not good. Life and property!!!!!!

Dike 12 and Burlington have an inner local agreement and have hired PIE and Golder Engineering as primary consultants. They are in the process of the geotechnical engineering work and flood molding work. This work is 60% complete. Dike 12 has been in the ongoing process of purchasing right of way for this project.

Three Bridge Corridor Levy Set Back and Certification...

Skagit County is the lead agency at this time. Open up the bottle neck at the tree bridge corridor. Take the levies off the river bank. Provide better risk management for critical infrastructure. NEPA in process has federal funding, large investments by Dike 17 and Dike 12. Dike 12 and 17 has been purchasing right of way for this project since the 1995 flood. City of Burlington has set a building moratorium for this project to help insure its success.

Anacortes Water Treatment Plant Ring Dike... Vital facility for the water supply of Anacortes refineries Whidbey Island and Anacortes Surcharge already in place by the City of Anacortes.
Down Town Mount Vernon Flood Wall and redevelopment... Designed to take down town Mount Vernon of the 1% 100 year flood risk FEMA flood plain. The project goal is to give certified risk management to the down Town Mount Vernon area. This is a vital measure for major infrastructure both private and public.

This project is supported by the city of Mount Vernon, City of Burlington, Skagit County, and the surrounding dike districts.

The preliminary design work for this project is done including permitting. It has been submitted to FEMA with a CLOMR application.

LaConner Ring Dike Simple levy process to keep flood waters out of the City of LaConner.